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SCALAR FLAVOUR CHANGING NEUTRALCURRENTS IN MFV SUSY AT LARGE tan ��Piotr H. Chankowski and �uja SªawianowskaInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived May 16, 2003)We disuss the origin and phenomenologial onsequenes of the �avourviolating ouplings of the neutral Higgs bosons to the down-type quarksgenerated in the minimal supersymmetri standard model (MSSM) for largevalues of tan�. We onentrate on the senario with minimal �avour andCP violation (MFV) and demonstrate the tight orrelation of the B0s� �B0smass di�erene with BR(B0s ! �+��) and BR(B0d ! �+��). While the�rst orrelation holds also in the ase of non-minimal �avour violation, theseond one is spei� for the minimal ase and an potentially serve as atest of the soures of �avour violation in supersymmetry.PACS numbers: 11.30.Hv, 12.15.Ji, 12.15.Mm, 12.60.Jv1. IntrodutionSupersymmetry (SUSY) ontinues to be the best motivated extensionof the Standard Model (SM). Diret searhes of superpartiles, whih arepresumably muh heavier than initially expeted, will be again possible atfuture olliders (the LHC and linear ones). At present there is some hopeto disover the e�ets of new physis in rare �avour hanging neutral ur-rent (FCNC) and CP violating (CPV) proesses. Among these, the onesinvolving the b-quark, whih are being intensively studied in several experi-ments (Tevatron, Belle, BaBar), play a speial role in the ontext of SUSYsearhes. This is beause in the minimal supersymmetri extension (MSSM)of the SM the Yukawa ouplings of the b-quark to some superpartners of theknown partiles and/or to the Higgs bosons an be rather strong. Thereforesupersymmetri ontributions to the radiative b deays ould be substantial.An example is the radiative deay �B ! Xs whose experimentally measured� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Heavy Flavors, Craow, Poland,January 3�6, 2003 and the Ringberg Workshop on Heavy Flavours, Ringberg Castle,Germany, April 27�May 2, 2003. (4419)



4420 P.H. Chankowski, �. Sªawianowskarate [1℄ agrees very well with the SM predition [2℄ and, onsequently, putssome onstraints on the MSSM parameter spae. These onstraints beomepartiularly stringent if the ratio vu=vd � tan� of the vauum expetationvalues of the two Higgs doublets is large, that is when the oupling of theright-hiral b-quark to harginos and the top squarks is enhaned: agree-ment with the experimental value an be then obtained either if the virtualhargino-stop ontribution to the b! s amplitude anels against the top-harged Higgs boson ontribution � whih requires the more �ne tuning thelighter are these spartiles � or, more naturally, if hargino and/or stops aswell as H+ are su�iently heavy.SUSY senario with large value of tan� has nevertheless some attrativefeatures � it an explain large mt=mb ratio by the large ratio of the vauumexpetation values rather than by large ratio of the orresponding dimension-less Yukawa ouplings, it an also lead to uni�ation of the top and bottomYukawa ouplings whih may be required by the SO(10) GUTs whih in turnare very interesting in the ontext of the disovery of the neutrino masses �and it would be good if it ould be tested experimentally even if spartilesare rather heavy. Here we show that this is indeed possible: for tan� � 1the rates of the B0s ! �+�� deay an be signi�antly bigger than in theSM, even for spartile masses in the TeV range, provided the mass sale ofthe Higgs boson setor (set e.g. by the mass of the CP-odd salar A0) is nottoo high ompared to the eletroweak sale. In the same regime the B0s� �B0smass di�erene �Ms an di�er signi�antly from the value predited by theSM. The orrelation of BR(B0s ! �+��) with �Ms is therefore a testablepredition of the large tan � senario. Moreover, if the CKM matrix remainsthe dominant soure of �avour and CP violation in the MSSM, �Ms andBR(B0s ! �+��) remain strongly orrelated with BR(B0d ! �+��) thuspotentially allowing to disentangle possible mehanisms of �avour violationin supersymmetry. 2. Salar penguinsIn the most general version of the MSSM ouplings of sfermions naturallyviolate �avour: if the mass matries of squarks are not diagonal in the samebasis as the quark mass matries, the strong ouplings quark�squark�gluinohange the �avour leading to rates of the rare proesses that are generiallyorders of magnitude bigger than the experimental limits or measurements.This imposes some restritions on the o�-diagonal entries of the sfermionmass squared matries. The restritions are usually quanti�ed in terms oflimits on the so-alled mass insertions [3, 4℄. Most stringent limits applyto mass insertions generating transitions between the �rst two generationsof quarks whereas the ones responsible for transitions between the third



Salar Flavour Changing Neutral Currents in MFV SUSY : : : 4421and the �rst two generations (and in partiular b ! s transitions [5℄) aresubstantially weaker. In general, however, the pattern of supersymmetri�avour violation an be muh more ompliated as the usually quoted limits[3,4,6℄ on mass insertions or their produts do not take into aount possibleanellations between di�erent mass insertions. Suh possible anellationsan be e�etively studied only in spei� models of soft terms [7℄.In view of the omplexity of the most general pattern of supersymmet-ri �avour violation it appears reasonable to ontemplate a more preditivesenario, in whih the e�ets of the mass insertions are negligible and theCabbibo�Kobayashi�Maskawa (CKM) matrix remains the dominant soureof �avour and CP violation. In this ase the preditions for rates of radia-tively indued rare proess di�er from the ones obtained in the SM due toadditional ontributions of spartiles irulating in loops; with the notableexeption of the proesses like the already mentioned deay �B ! Xs thedi�erenes derease with inreasing value of tan � and usually rapidly vanishwith inreasing hargino and stop masses [4, 9℄.C+bR
sL ~t~t S0(a) + bR

sL~t C+C+ S0(b) + bR
sLC+ ~t S0() + bR

sLC+ ~t S0(d) = bR
sL S0(e)Fig. 1. Perturbative alulation of the �avour violating neutral Higgs boson S0 =H0; h0; A0 oupling to sL and bR quarks. Other �avour violating ouplings of S0are given by similar diagrams.For tan � � 1 there is however a speial lass of ontributions to theFCNC proesses, whih do not neessarily vanish with inreasing sale ofsupersymmetry breaking. They are due to the �avour hanging ouplings ofthe neutral Higgs bosons generated at one loop by the hargino-stop Higgsboson penguin diagrams: 1PI vertex diagrams and diagrams with �avourhanging on external quark lines (Fig. 1). For tan� � 1 suh ouplings ofh0 are negligible ompared to the ones of H0 and A0 to whih the dominantontribution omes from the diagram shown in Fig. 1(d), and whih in thease of e.g. the s! b transition are of orderyby2t "YV �tbVts tan� = g32p2 mbMW m2tM2W "YV �tbVts tan2 � ; (1)where "Y � O(1=16�2) is a dimensionless funtion of spartile masses and,hene, does not vanish forMspart !1. Sine tan� an be as large 50�60 (if



4422 P.H. Chankowski, �. Sªawianowskathe bottom quark Yukawa oupling is to remain perturbative up to the GUTsale), the �avour violating ouplings an be signi�antly enhaned. Thus,for tan� >� 30 and not too high a mass sale of the Higgs setor, exhangesof H0 and A0 an give important ontributions to the amplitudes of rareproesses involving the b-quarks.The potentially big terms ontaining extra powers of tan � (omparedto the power of mb) appear in all orders of the perturbation alulus [8℄.Their origin is related to the two Higgs doublet nature of the MSSM andthe neessary breaking of the so alled Peei�Quinn symmetry [10℄. Theyan be understood by using the e�etive Lagrangian tehnique [11�13℄ whihalso allows to resumm them to all orders [8,13,14℄. To this end onsider �rstthe general ouplings of the down-type quarks to two Higgs doubletsL = �H(d) �dR � Y d � qL �H�(d) �dR ��uY d � qL +H:: (2)After the eletroweak symmetry breaking we deomposeH0(d) ! vd + �H0 � s�h0 + is�A0 + : : : ;H0(d) ! vu + s�H0 + �h0 � i�A0 + : : : ; (3)where vu=vd = tan� and the rotation by the angle � diagonalizes the massmatrix of the neutral Higgs bosons. Inserting (3) into (2) one obtains themass term Lmass for the down-type quarksLmass = � �dR � (vdY d + vu�uY d) � dL �H:: (4)and their Yukawa ouplings LYuk to the neutral Higgs bosons in the form:LYuk = � �dR � �(�Y d + s��uY d)H0 + (�s�Y d + ��uY d) h0+i (s�Y d � ��uY d)A0 + : : :� � dL +H:: (5)The quark mass matrix is then diagonalized by the unitary rotations dL !DL � dL, �dR ! �dR �DyR:DyR � (vdY d + vu�uY d) �DL = diag ( �md; �ms; �mb) : (6)The physial masses �mdI must be distinguished from the eigenvalues mdI ofthe matrix vdY d. Sine in general the oupling matries �Y d + s��uY d,�s�Y d + ��uY d and s�Y d � ��uY d in (5) are not diagonalized by therotations DL, DR, the quark �avour is not onserved in the neutral Higgsboson verties.Due to the holomorphiity of the superpotential �uY d vanishes at thetree level in the MSSM. It is however easy to see that in the regime



Salar Flavour Changing Neutral Currents in MFV SUSY : : : 4423Mspart � MA >� MW , in whih spartiles an be integrated out in theSU(2)�U(1) symmetri phase (that is, for vu = vd = 0), and in whihthe e�etive theory below the spartile mass sale is the two Higgs doubletmodel, �uY d arises from the threshold orretions represented by the di-agrams shown in Fig. 2. If the CKM matrix is the only soure of �avourviolation �uY d has the form(�uY d)JI = ydJ �"0ÆJI + y2t "YV �tJVtI� ; (7)"0 = �2�s3� �m~gH0 ; "Y = � 116�2 At� HY ; (8)where At is the parameter of the left- and right stop mixing, � is the harginomass parameter and H0, HY are funtions of the mass ratios. "0 arises fromthe �avour onserving gluino exhange diagram 2(a). (Of ourse, in thease of non-minimal �avour violation also the diagram 2(a) ontributes too�-diagonal entries of �uY d [15�17℄.)
dJR qILgs gs~g ~g~dJR ~qIL�� ydJÆJIH(u)

(a) dJR qJLydJ ytVtI~H(d) ~H(d)~qJL ~tRAtytV �tJH(u)
(b)Fig. 2. Threshold orretions generating (�uY d)JI in the SU(2)�U(1) symmetrylimit and vanishing eletroweak gauge ouplings.Nonzero ouplings �uY d have the following onsequenes.� With (7) one gets from (6)�mdJ � ydJvd + (�uY d)JJvu = mdJ (1 + tan �~"J) ; (9)where ~"d;s � "0 and ~"b � "0 + "Yy2t . The onstants ydJ enteringthe expressions for the �avour hanging (and also �avour onserving)ouplings of the neutral Higgs bosons to the down-type quarks arerelated to the �measured� quark masses1 throughydJ � mdJvd = gp2 �mdJMW tan �(1 + ~"J tan�) : (10)1 By �measured� we mean here the MS running quark masses at the sale of deouplingof heavy spartiles.



4424 P.H. Chankowski, �. Sªawianowska� Rediagonalization (6) of the mass matrix results in the hange of theCKM matrix in the W� ouplings: V ! V e� = V �DL. This givesV e�JI = V JI ��1 + "0 tan �1 + ~"b tan�� for (JI) = (13); (23); (31); (32) :(11)The remaining entries of the CKM matrix are pratially unhanged.� Rotations DL and DR indue the �avour violating ouplings of H0(d)of the form Le� = H0(d) �dJR � (tan��uY d)JI � dIL +H:: (12)As follows from (7) and (10) these ouplings are enhaned by thefator / tan2 �. Note that both, the denominator in (10) and thetan �-dependent fator in (11) are important for the orret resum-mation of the potentially big terms / �mdJ tann � from all orders ofperturbation alulus [13, 14, 18℄. Beause for tan � � 1 s� � 0, itfollows from (3) and (12) that only H0 and A0 ouplings an violate�avour signi�antly.� Threshold orretion �uY d and the analogous orretion �dY u to theouplings of the up-type quarks modify also the verties of the hargedHiggs boson whih take the form [19, 20℄Le� = gp2MW uJ � V e�JI �muJ (1� "JIL ) ot � PL+�mdI (1� "JIR ) tan � PR� dIH+ ; (13)where the orretions "JIL;R / tan�. Similar orretions to the hargedGoldstone boson G+ vanish in this approah [20℄.The naive deoupling approah to the alulation of the FV H0 and A0ouplings desribed above allows for easy resummation of tan � enhanedterms to all orders. It has however some limitations. More ompliated ap-proah, whih is not limited to the deoupling on�guration MH � Mspartand ombines the resummation with the omplete alulation of the one loopdiagrams shown in Fig. 1 has been proposed in [20℄. Its omparison withthe simple approah desribed here shows that the latter is not very au-rate. Firstly and most importantly, for split squarks belonging to di�erentgenerations �avour dependene of "0 and "Y should be taken into aount.Seondly, in some situations the approximation based on negleting the ele-troweak ouplings g and g0 turns out to be a bad one. Nevertheless, the



Salar Flavour Changing Neutral Currents in MFV SUSY : : : 4425approah skethed here qualitatively aptures the main features of radiativeorretions for tan� � 1.Finally, it should be stressed that the generation of FV ouplings of H0and A0 is generi for SUSY with large tan� [15, 17℄. However, in the aseof non-minimal FV the orrelation of suh ouplings responsible for b ! s,b! d and s! d transitions an be distintly di�erent from the one in theminimal FV. 3. Impat on �b! �s( �d)l+l� transitionsFor tan � � 1 the most important for B-physis phenomenology is thegeneration of the H0 and A0 FV ouplings:Le� = S0�bR [XRL℄bs(d) sL(dL) + S0�bL [XLR℄bs(d) sR(dR) ; (14)where S0 = H0 or iA0 and[XRL℄bs(d) = V e��tb V e�ts(d) �mb tan2 �(1 + ~"b tan �)(1 + "0 tan �) � mtMW �2 "Y : (15)The amplitudes [XLR℄bs(d) of the transitions sR(dR)! bL are given by simi-lar expressions but with �mb replaed by �ms(d) and are, therefore, suppressed.Despite this suppression, the amplitude of the transition sR ! bL provesimportant for the B0s� �B0s mixing [16, 18, 21℄. Being / tan2 �, the ouplings[XRL℄bs(d) are strongly enhaned for tan� � 50. For � > 0, �At > 0 (when"Y > 0, "0 > 0) this enhanement is partly ompensated by the fatorsin the denominator [14℄. In ontrast, in the less plausible from the modelbuilding point of view senario with � < 0 the fators in the denominatorfurther inrease the magnitude of [XRL℄bs(d).The �rst onsequene of the ouplings (15) is a substantial ontribution ofthe neutral Higgs boson exhanges shown in Fig. 3 to the Wilson oe�ientsCS (H0 exhange) and CP (A0 exhange) of the operatorsOS = �mb(�bRsL)(�ll) ; OP = �mb(�bRsL)(�l5l) (16)of the e�etive Hamiltonian desribing �b! �sll transitions and similar oper-ators of the e�etive Hamiltonian for the �b! �dll transitions.The most spetaular e�ets of the neutral Higgs boson exhange on-tributions to the Wilson oe�ients CS and CP is the dramati inreaseof the rates of the B0s;d ! �+�� and B0s;d ! �+�� deays [13, 15℄. Theontributions of CS and CP to the deay amplitudes behave as tan3 �=M2Aand for tan � >� 30 and not too heavy A0 and H0 dominate over the SMontributions of the Z0 penguin and W� box. As a result, the branhing



4426 P.H. Chankowski, �. Sªawianowska
H0,A0bLsR; dR l�l+tan2 � tan�

Fig. 3. Flavour hanging neutral Higgs boson ouplings ontribution to the ampli-tude of the B0s;d ! l+l� deays.frations for the experimentally investigated deays into muons, for whihthe SM preditions read (see e.g. [22℄)BR(B0s ! �+��) = 3:8 � 10�9 � FBs238 MeV�2� jVtsj0:04�2 ;BR(B0d ! �+��) = 1:5 � 10�10 � FBd203 MeV�2� jVtdj0:009�2an be inreased even by 3�4 orders of magnitude (depending on the magni-tude of "Y / At and the sign of �). This is illustrated in �gure 4 for di�erentvalues of the SUSY parameters.The omparison of the omplete alulation of [20℄ with naive resumma-tion [14℄ based on the deoupling shows that for � > 0 the latter tends tounderestimate the inrease of BR(B0s;d ! �+��) by a fator of � 1:5 whilefor � < 0 it leads to overestimation by a fator whih an be as large as 5.Similar onlusions apply also to the rate of the deay B0d ! �+��.The only di�erene is that for eah point of the MSSM parameter spaethe CKM matrix element V e�td has to be onsistently determined by thestandard unitarity triangle analysis (see e.g. [22℄) taking into aount theimpat of the FV Higgs ouplings on the B0s� �B0s mass di�erene (see the nextsetion). Using the naive sanning method as in [21℄ one �nds jV e�td j in therange (7�10)� 10�3 with the smaller (bigger) values orrelated with smaller(bigger) diret ontribution of the salar penguins to the B0d;s ! �+��amplitudes [16, 20℄.The rate of the deay BR(B0s ! �+��) turns out to be a powerful test al-lowing to disriminate di�erent mehanisms of transmission of the supersym-metry breaking suh as gravity mediation, anomaly mediation (AMSB), gug-ino mediation (~gMSB) or gauge mediation (GMSB). It has been shown [23℄that if B0s ! �+�� is observed in the RunII of the Tevatron, that is ifBR(B0s ! �+��) >� 2� 10�7, the senarios AMSB, ~gMSB and GMSB withsmall number of the messenger �elds will be disfavoured.
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Fig. 4. Inrease of the B0s ! �+�� rate as a funtion ofMH+ �MA0 for tan� = 50and tan� for MH+ = 200 GeV. The lighter hargino mass is 750 GeV, M2=j�j = 1and m~g = 3M2. Solid and dashed (dotted and dash�dotted lines) orrespond toM~t1 = 500 GeV and M~t2 = 800 GeV (600 and 700 GeV). � < 0(> 0) for solid anddotted (dashed and dash�dotted) lines. The stop mixing angle (/ At) is +(�)10Æfor � < 0(> 0).In the general MFV MSSM (when the spartile mass parameters arenot orrelated by some spei� assumptions and the requirement of radia-tive eletroweak symmetry breaking exept for keeping masses of squarks ofthe �rst two generations equal) the well measured rate BR( �B ! Xs) =(3:23 � 0:42) � 10�4 (world average, [2℄) does not onstrain2 the possibleinrease of BR(B0s;d ! �+��). The ontributions of the neutral Higgs bo-son exhanges to the amplitude of the deay B ! K�+�� an be non-negligible. However, in view of the unertainties related to the theoretialalulations of rates of exlusive proesses it is not lear whether the ex-perimental result BR(B ! Kl+l�) = (7:6 � 1:8) � 10�7 (l = �; e) [24℄ anbe used to put interesting onstrain on the strength of the FV H0 and A0ouplings [25℄. More promising in this respet an be the inlusive modeB ! Xsl+l� or the ratio BR(B ! Xs�+��)=BR(B ! Xse+e�) (salarpenguin ontributions to its denominator are negligible) [26℄ but the exper-2 In omputing this rate we have also inluded the ontribution/ tan3 �(mt=MW )2( �mb=MA)2generated by the ouplings (15) �bRsLH0(A0) [31℄.



4428 P.H. Chankowski, �. Sªawianowskaimental unertainty (BR(B ! Xsl+l�) = (6 � 2) � 10�6 for the dileptoninvariant mass > 0:2 GeV [27℄) is probably still too large. Thus, at present ofall j�Bj = 1 proesses the most stringent limits on the Wilson oe�ientsCS and CP and, hene, on the ouplings (15) ome from the upper limitBR(B0s ! �+��) < 2:1� 10�6 [28℄ set by the CDF [25℄.4. Impat on �B = 2 transitionsAs has been noted in [21℄ another important onstraint on the magni-tude of the FV ouplings of neutral Higgs bosons omes from the j�Bj = 2proess � the B0s� �B0s mixing. The e�etive Hamiltonian desribing the mix-ing of neutral B mesons onsists of eight operators [22℄. In the SM as wellas in the MSSM for tan � <� 30 only the Wilson oe�ient of the operatorOVLL = (�bL�qL)(�qL�bL) where q = s or d is important. For large tan�potentially important beome also the diagrams shown in Fig. 5, whose on-tribution to the Wilson oe�ients of the operators OSLL = (�bRqL)(�qRbL),OSRR = (�bLqR)(�qLbR) and OSLR = (�bRqL)(�qLbR) is proportional to tan4 �[12℄. However, as observed �rst in [13℄, CSLL whih is proportional to �m2bis suppressed by the fator 1=M2A0 � 1=M2h0 � 0 (the same suppression ispresent in CSRR whih is anyway negligible being proportional to �m2s or �m2d).In turn CSLR is proportional to 1=M2A0 + 1=M2h0 but it is suppressed by onelight quark mass: CSLR / �mb �mq, where q = s; d. Despite this, it turns outit an be very important for the B0s� �B0s mass di�erene [21℄; numeriallyCSLR(mt) � �4:5 ��200 GeVM2A0 �2�tan �50 �4 �16�2"Y�2 : (17)This should be ompared with the SM value of the CVLL oe�ient:CVLL(mt) � 9:5. The importane of CSLR is further inreased by the QCDorretions: CSLR(mb) � 2:2CSLR(mt) whereas CVLL(mb) � 0:84CVLL(mt)[29℄.
H0,A0(dL)I (dR)J
(dL)I(dR)J H0,A0(dR)I (dL)J

(dR)I(dL)J H0,A0(dL)I (dR)J
(dR)I(dL)J

Fig. 5. Double penguin diagram ontributing to CSLL, CSRR and CSLR Wilsonoe�ients, respetively in the MSSM with large tan�.



Salar Flavour Changing Neutral Currents in MFV SUSY : : : 4429If the CKM matrix is the only soure of �avour violation the B0d� �B0d andB0s� �B0s mass di�erenes an be written as [22℄�MBd / B̂BdF 2Bd ���V e��tb V e�td ���2 jFdj�MBs / B̂BsF 2Bs ���V e��tb V e�ts ���2 jFsj (18)where the fators Fd;s depend on the Wilson oe�ients CVLL, CSLR, et.evaluated at the low energy sale. In the SM as well as in the MSSM fortan � < 20 � 30, when only CVLL Wilson oe�ient is relevant, Fd = Fs[9℄. For tan� >� 30 the value of Fs an be signi�antly modi�ed by theontribution of CSLR. An important feature of CSLL is its always negativesign whih results in Fs < Fd � F SMs = F SMd . This is illustrated in Fig. 6.For tan� � 50, not too heavy Higgs setor and non-negligible stop mixingthe salar penguin ontribution dominates over the SM and the hargedHiggs boson box ontributions and signi�antly dereases the value of Fs.Sine (�Ms)exp > 14=ps (and the fator V e��tb V e�ts is the same as in the SM),supersymmetri parameters leading to jFs=F SMs j < 0:52 are exluded [21℄(a Bayesian treatment of unertainties in (18) gives even stronger boundjFs=F SMs j > 0:71 [30℄). For �xed masses of A0 and H0 this puts strongonstraint on the FV oupling [XRL℄bs (15). If all the FV is ruled by theCKM matrix the oupling [XRL℄bd is also onstrained beause it di�ers from[XRL℄bs only by V e�ts ! V e�td . As will be shown in the next setion, thisonstraint eliminates part of the MSSM parameter spae whih is allowedby the CDF limit BR(B0s ! �+��) < 2� 10�6.

Fig. 6. Fs=F SMs as a funtion of MH+ �MA0 for tan� = 50 and tan� for MH+ =200 GeV. Other supersymmetri parameters as in Fig. 4.



4430 P.H. Chankowski, �. SªawianowskaHowever, as the Fig. 6 shows, for large mass splitting of the two topsquarks and large their mixing (that is large At) and/or � < 0 (when FV neu-tral Higgs boson ouplings are enhaned by the denominator in the formula(15) rather than being suppressed) the ontribution of the double penguin toCSLR an reverse the sign of Fs yielding eventually �Ms ompatible with theexisting experimental limit. In this ase the magnitude of the FV ouplingsis onstrained only by the non-observation of the deay B0s ! �+��.5. Correlation of BR(B0s;d ! �+��) with �MsSine for tan � >� 30 both, BR(B0s ! �+��) and �Ms reeive importantontributions depending on the FV oupling [XRL℄bs, these two observablesmust be strongly orrelated in this regime. This orrelation is learly seenin Fig. 7(a) where we plot BR(B0s;d ! �+��) versus �Ms=(�Ms)SM fortan � = 50 andMA =MH = 300 GeV and a san over the MSSM parameterspae onstrained by the requirement Mspart > 500 GeV. Several ommentsshould be made here. First of all, the two distint bands of points orre-spond to Fs > 0 (the lower one) and Fs < 0 (the upper one). The upperband onsists entirely of points with � < 0 so that the FV oupling (15) isenhaned by the denominator3. Most of these points are eliminated by theCDF limit [28℄ (marked in the �gure) but this depends on the value of tan�and MA. In general for tan � >� 30 between the double penguin ontribu-tion (�Ms)DP to �Ms and the rate of the B0s ! �+�� deay the followingapproximate relation holds [18, 20℄:BR(B0s ! �+��) � 10�6 �tan�50 �2�200 GeVMA �2 ����(�Ms)DP12 ps�1 ���� ;(�Ms)DP � �12ps �tan �50 �4� m4tM2WM2A��� 16�2"Y(1 + ~"b tan�)(1 + "0 tan�)�2 : (19)Therefore for the same (�Ms)DP the rate of B0s ! �+�� is smaller forsmaller tan � and/or heavier A0.For the more likely from the model building point of view points, forwhih Fs > 0 the lower limit (�Ms)exp > 14=ps provides at present the3 We have rejeted all points, for whih BR( �B ! Xs) is outside the experimentallyallowed range. Therefore, for most of these points At < 0 (in our onvention At� > 0failitates the anellation of the hargino-stop and H+-top ontributions to the b!s) amplitude). At < 0 may be di�ult to obtain in the minimal SUGRA senariounless jAtj at the GUT sale is not very large, but it is not exluded in general.
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Fig. 7. Correlation of BR(B0s ! �+��) (left panel) and BR(B0d ! �+��) (rightpanel) with �Ms in the MFV MSSM for tan� = 50 and MA = 300 GeV.strongest restrition on the FV violating oupling [XRL℄bs. For tan� < 50the bound Fs=F SM > 0:52(0:7) then implies BR(B0s ! �+��) < 1:2(0:8) �10�6. It has to be stressed, that for tan� >� 30 the relation (19) dependsessentially only on the existene of the FV oupling [XRL℄bs and not on thepartiular soure of FV in the MSSM. Sine for small tan � no signi�antinrease of BR(B0s ! �+��) is possible [15℄ measuring its value muh abovethe SM predition and violating at the same time the above orrelationwould generally disfavour not only the large tan � senario but the MSSMin general.In ontrast the approximate proportionality of BR(B0d ! �+��) andBR(B0s ! �+��) (as we have mentioned in Se. 3, the element V e�td andepend weakly on the point in the MSSM parameters spae and an deviateslightly from the value assumed in the SM whereas V e�ts is essentially �xed)and, onsequently, also the orrelation between BR(B0d ! �+��) and �Msshown in Fig. 7(b) is spei� for the CKM matrix as the dominant soure of�avour violation in the MSSM. In this senario the experimental upper limiton BR(B0s ! �+��) generally implies BR(B0d ! �+��) <� 8 � 10�8. Forpoints, for whih Fs > 0 the experimental lower bound (�Ms)exp > 14=pssets even the stronger limit: BR(B0d ! �+��) <� 3(2) � 10�8. Breaking ofthe orrelation of BR(B0d ! �+��) with BR(B0s ! �+��) and �Ms anbe easily realized in the non-minimal �avour violation senario, in whihe.g. the hirality preserving mass insertions onneting the third generationwith the �rst and the seond ones are di�erent. It has been heked [16,17℄



4432 P.H. Chankowski, �. Sªawianowskathat in suh a ase BR(B0d ! �+��) an even exeed the present experi-mental upper limit BR(B0d ! �+��) < 2:1 � 10�7 [32℄ respeting all otheronstraints on the magnitude of the (13) mass insertions. Therefore, �ndingthe deay B0d ! �+�� with the branhing fration above 8�10�7 (and morelikely, even above 3(2)�10�7) will be a lear sign of non-minimal �avour vi-olation. The same onlusion will of ourse follow if both, BR(B0d ! �+��)and BR(B0s ! �+��), are measured and their ratio di�ers signi�antly fromthe SM value of jV e�td =V e�ts j2. The preise assessment will then depend, ofourse, on the statistial method used to determine how muh the MSSMand the SM values of V e�td an di�er.Finally, the orrelations of BR(B0s;d ! �+��) with �Ms may be alsohelpful in disriminating between the minimal and non-minimal �avour vio-lation. The ideas of ref. [33℄ may be useful here but in general the possibilityof more preise test of the minimal �avour violation in this way ruially de-pends on how muh the unertainties of the nonperturbative parametersFBs , BBs , et. an be redued in the nearest future.We would like to thank A.J. Buras and J. Rosiek in ollaboration with whomthe results presented here have been obtained. The work was supported bythe Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) grant 2 P03B 12924 for 2003-2005 (P.H.Ch.) and 2 P03B 129 40 for 2003-2004 (�.S.).REFERENCES[1℄ S. Chen et al., (CLEO Collaboration), Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 251807 (2001).[2℄ P. Gambino, M. Misiak, Nul. Phys. B611, 338 (2001).[3℄ F. Gabbiani, E. Gabrielli, A. Masiero, L. Silvestrini, Nul. Phys. B477, 321(1996).[4℄ M. Misiak, S. Pokorski, J. Rosiek in Heavy �avours II, eds. A.J. Buras, M.Lindner, World Sienti� Publishing Co., Singapore 1998; Adv. Ser. Diret.High Energy Phys. 15, 795 (1998).[5℄ M. Ciuhini, E. Frano, A. Masiero, L. Silvestrini, Phys. Rev. D67, 075016(2003).[6℄ D. Beirevi et al., Nul. Phys. B634, 105 (2002).[7℄ Y. Nir, G. Raz, Phys. Rev. D66, 035007 (2002).[8℄ M. Carena, D. Garia, U Nierste, C.E.M. Wagner, Phys. Lett. B499, 141(2001).[9℄ A. Brignole, F. Feruglio, F. Zwirner, Z. Phys C71, 679 (1996).
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